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Sport has the power to captivate people watching and supporting or consuming sp in every country making it one of the most universal aspects of popular culture.\textsuperscript{1-3} Approximately 4.1\% of the worlds population plays football professionally, making it the worlds most popular sport. There are numerous more amateur and recreation players. The global interest and increased competitiveness of the sport has led to elite clubs scouting throughout the world for the best players and players with the potential to become the best.\textsuperscript{3,4}

Good players are not created overnight, but instead natural talent and ability must be nurtured in order to enable players to fulfill their potential. The processes that shape the success of sportspeople in any sport are conditioned by the player’s response to the multiple environmental interactions and stimuli that are presented day by day. Consequently, it is important to regard the player as a multifactorial entity and assess if he will be able to adapt to the situations that are presented to him.

Talent identification is a key area within sports development. The identification of sports talent aims to detect, capture, select and promote the athlete who has the skills and competencies and thus the potential to ensure, as far as possible, the achievement of competitive success. Despite the fact that the international federated sport has been focused on dissemination and the promotion of specific plans for the development of sports talent, there is no universal consensus, neither in the elaboration nor in the strategies of action, how to configure each of these plans.\textsuperscript{5} This has led to many countries developing their player identification programs in unsystematic and unstructured ways which can compromise the development process. Often, a trial-and-error approach, “collision theory’’ has been used, where the player collides with the sport for the one with the most casually conditions, rather than being selected as the result of an intentional, coordinated and systematic process.\textsuperscript{6} This could result in players with potential to succeed in one sport actually participating in sports that do not give him the best chance of success, and within a specific sport can lead to players ending up playing in positions that do not maximize their natural potential.

Talent needs to be identified at a young age so that is can be properly nurtured to develop top players. It is vital that athletes receive the best possible service in predicting their attributes and abilities, while some athletes arise by “spontaneous generation’’, others do so as a product of systematic search campaigns based on scientific and methodological criteria. There are four stages involved in the conversion of a talented player into an elite sportsman. These include detection, identification, development and selection. Different aspects of scientific support can be used in the last three stages. Despite the availability of scientific resources and expertise, many talent identification programs lack a strong scientific base.\textsuperscript{7}

One of the biggest challenges facing football is the lack of good scientific and medical support within development structures. Player development is also a key goal and
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Currently there are limitations on talent programs being run in several countries. The lack of good development structures means that very few players actually reach the highest levels of performance and compromises length of football careers, leads to players being more susceptible to injury and affects the results of national teams. The situation is even worse for female players since the highest female leagues are still amateur leagues.

Within any sporting domain, talent and potential alone does not automatically translate into capability and success. Talent identification is a multifactorial process and it is important to not only view the player as he is now, but look at what, with the right support he may become. There are definitely other variants just as important as the natural talent itself; such as the social, affective, motivational and temperamental factors. Who is more “talented”, the athlete who possesses a series of skills suitable for a particular sporting specialty, or who has the best ability to adapt, over time, to the demands of training and competition?7

There has been progress within football development. Footballers are now provided with full physical training programs. The availability of more training tools and disciplines develop players that are not only good footballers but are also stronger and faster athletes.7,10 Often talent identification programs may be focused on physical performance or isolating specific fitness components rather than looking at all factors which are key for performance. Football is a multidimensional sport with players required to have different skills and capabilities in various disciplines to be successful. Historically talent identification programs have focused on objective but limiting physical skills, without taking into consideration the complexity of football performance.11

Talent identification in football related to finding the potential in players to play at a higher level. It involves predicting performance over various periods of time by measuring physical, physiological, psychological, cognitive and sociological attributes as well as technical abilities. Performance characteristics tested during this phase must be based on those required during games.12

In football, components such as speed, agility, muscular strength and power are all important but just as key is the ability of a player to read the match, and use those fitness components within a football-specific domain. The brain obviously plays a large role, because of its astounding ability for neuroplasticity.13 Cognitive ability and visual-perceptual skills as well as general psychological skills are just as key as technical and physical skill in the process of player identification and development.

Player development is all about players learning specific technical skills and beginning to understand tactical play. Talent identification is not based on merely what the player knows at the time of being evaluated but also his ability to learn, develop and progress in his ability to execute his skills. An infinite number of factors interact with the athlete who during their learning as well as being instructed in specific skills, automates them, and assimilates them in the form of rules, and customs acquiring values and principles inherent to their own sport.

Neurons play an important role in the transfer of information to process stimuli and then to execute actions. The creation and functioning of neurons can be modified by a combination of physical and mental. Physical training increases the number of new neurons while mental training increases the survival of these. When combined mental and physical training with stimulation, cognitive functioning increases.14

In the cognitive area there is a correspondence between automatic and unconscious. Therefore, we see athletes repeatedly practice one or several actions to get them to become one with these characteristics and thus be able to focus and focus attention on other objectives that have to be approached more consciously (Joan Riera and Pau Riera Brugulat, 2005).15 Players are required to learn not only each specific skill, but how to integrate those individual skills within a dynamic context or segment of play. That is why the creation of brain maps, is one of the fundamental pillars for the development of a player.

Every football action includes a cognitive element. Players make decisions with the brain playing a role in analysing all the stimuli a player is exposed to and enabling players to make correct decisions. Football decisions are naturalistic and dynamic with players required to make correct decisions while under pressure, with limited time, during various intensities of exercise and sometimes with limited resources and information.14,16 The sequences of these actions are not replicated throughout the match nor can they be precisely predicted. The decision-making process in football is a very complex one, requiring a high level of skill. Each player will approach a situation in their own individual ways and rely on a combination of intuition, experience and the laws of the game. The domain specific cognitive mechanisms that experts acquire enable them to anticipate future retrieval demands, correctly predict the outcome of a situation and adapt in a dynamic environment.14,16 Acquiring these skills is a process that begins at youth level and should be a core component of talent development.

A player may have high cognitive ability but execution of cognitive skills may be situation-specific with things such as fatigue, lack of concentration, fear and anxiety, self-doubt, arousal level, match situation, history with opponents, muscle tension, injury etc. all impacting level of cognitive functioning. Thus actively training cognitive skills within a football context under different conditions is an important consideration in the training and development of players.16

Body composition has always been looked at as a component of talent identification. Predicting the players height on maturity can provide information on what types of sport and positions the player is suited for. Additional information can be obtained from biomechanical analysis. Nowadays morphological characteristics should be a secondary determinant in the selection of talents. It is evident that a player with genu valgo had in principle less skills than one with genu varo.

Development of young players is a very systematic and complex process that is vital to the future of the player.17 Young players are put through very rigorous forms of football education including on-the job training (competitive matches) extensive of-the-job training (physical conditioning) and cultural induction. Skill development is dependent on a strong physical foundation. Players need to be conditioned to run faster, become stronger and more flexible and agile.17,18
The ages included in the middle schools are a crucial stage in their sports training, which should therefore be conducted with great precision, attention and care. High-performance sport demands more and more qualified athletes to withstand heavy training loads in volume and intensity. Each stage of growth corresponds to specific biological characteristics that must be respected. The incidence of injuries in youth soccer ranges from 2 to 7 injuries per 1000 h of football in players between 13 and 19 years. The number of injuries sustained during training and matches increases from infancy to adolescence.

One of the key principles of training is overload, where players are exposed to greater workloads than previously. This exposure creates some 'damage' to the player but is the catalyst for improvement in conditioning. Players must be able to withstand these new workloads and adapt to the damage. However, training workloads, when not managed correctly, or incorrect methods of training can lead to injury. The injury has to be understood as a process of adaptation and natural selection, to which the athlete is constantly adapting, giving him the qualities and abilities that allow him to stand out in his sport or to withdraw him forever. The sequence or imbalances that has caused an injury have to be considered as positive adaptations before implementing preventive measures of correction, which in most cases and especially in professional athletes can be highly counterproductive.

Injury profiles also vary across different age groups. This information can play a role in improving the quality of training for different age groups and contribute to both short and long-term injury prevention strategies. It is important, therefore, to take into consideration the moment of biological/evolutionary development that the athlete is having at young or very young age, since the intensity of the actions often means that the muscles create a predisposition to the injury. Coaches are faced with the challenge of loading players enough to adapt and progress, but not exaggerate, to avoid the risk of injury. However, there are situations in which coaches and parents do not engage in, handle or rest when injured, or perform actions to increase the risk of injury during training and matches.

Training young players differs from mature players, because during the later teenage years, players are undergoing physical development. In order to ensure that players develop to fulfill their potential, there are numerous aspects that need to be considered. Training has to be based not only on age but more importantly on the stage of physical development that the player is undergoing. From ages 16 to 18 the neuromuscular system develops optimally. In conjunction with physical development, this dictates training programs. It is during these years that the different physical components can be efficiently incorporated into training programs. Thus during these years coaches ensure that balance co-ordination, muscular function, speed and agility are introduced in a well-rounded program.

It is vital that players are treated as individuals and programs are designed to meet their specific needs. Many teams, both at international and club level spend time working on small groups and individuals. Placing some emphasis on the individual accommodates for the fact that each player is at a different phase of puberty. This helps ensure that players each get the best benefit out of the training.

Many professional clubs around the world invest in youth structures and allocate as many resources as possible to nurture this talent. One of the problems with recruiting players between ages of 16–19 is the fact that rate of physiological development during these years is very rapid and this can hamper the development steps if the correct expertise is not used. Maturity influences linear running speed, isometric maximal strength and the rate of force development.

The coach exerts an enormous psychological influence on his young athletes and must take advantage of it to promote processes of mental functioning that contribute favorably to his sporting and human formation. Researchers (Smith and Smoll, 1996; Riera and Cruz, 1991; Buceta, 2004) have observed in different studies that coaches of young athletes who are characterized by a specific operating style (adequate goal planning, frequent use of positive reinforcements, communication skills, empathy) make their athletes feel more satisfied with the sport, have more continuity in the sport and, ultimately, train better and reach higher goals. Therefore when looking at youth coaches, it is important to not only possess the football knowledge, but also the right personality to nurture children and liaise with the parents of the children.

Players have to be prepared for specific skills and then receive training to improve their skills. They should be educated and given the support to develop their football minds, be encouraged to ask questions and learn the reasons behind the program they must follow. This could improve adherence to the program. The adherence of the athletes to the training plan will be linked to the motivation they have. The aim is to emphasize execution rather than results. It is about achieving athletes oriented to the mastery of the motor tasks of the sport that they practice. The psychopedagogical field at both the child and juvenile/adult levels has to be directed to the perception of efficacy in their abilities; and that this be developed in a pleasant and socially integrated work environment.

Success in any sport is not just limited to the physical, cognitive, technical and tactical development of a player. At elite level, even young players are exposed to numerous stresses and pressure and it is important that they have the psychosocial support to help them cope with the intense highs and lows that are associated with being part of the sporting world.

Recently there has been an increase in the importance of mental health in sport professionals. Studies have shown higher levels of depression than the general population. Biological components play a big role, but a part from that, different factors linked with the biological predisposition as injuries, overtraining, sleep disturbance, retirement, alcohol, pressure and stress highlights the importance of proper social support structures that stakeholders within the clubs have to pay attention to, and invest in.

Globalisation has resulted in increased migration for sports participation. Talent identification tends to take place in different environments, with teams and federations willing to travel to remote areas to identify the talent. However, the development of the talent might require players to leave their homes and relocate to live at or near academies,
which are tasked with ensuring the academic progress of the player, but also tasked with overall development on and off the field.\textsuperscript{3}

Leaving home and moving to a new city or country requires adjustment and may increase levels of stress experienced by players. The impacts of the move may have consequences for the player both on and off the field. Things like missing family and friends, adjusting to a new language, and adjusting to a new style of football were the most prominent difficulties experienced by the players. One of the challenges of the modern football game is ensuring that homesickness is limited and that players have enough support and time when they move to new cities. Clubs play a key role in this process and by helping players find a suitable atmosphere. The football part is a vital component, and it is important for coaching staff and other players to welcome new players, and give them enough time and support to adjust. Young players, particularly, require the support and the facilitation to ensure that they do not become isolated from their family or their core non-football support structure. Having an environment that welcomes the families of players and makes them feel like they are part of the club can help with the transition for the young player and will provide more solid psychosocial support.\textsuperscript{1,6}

In conclusion, it is necessary to investigate in order to achieve a scientific methodology at the universal level, on which talent identifiers are based, to recruit young people and to be progressively trained in order to achieve their maximum possible development, being faithful to the process of biological and psychological maturation in which each player is and considering factors other than the physical abilities that he presents to develop footballers with a promising and lasting future and not young promises that remain half way.
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